What does it mean to be too nice? Amy’s not sure, but she is sure how it feels: rotten. She feels sad and angry, she’s been taken advantage of. But with a little help, she learns how to be friendly while taking care of herself at the same time.

When Did Being “Too Nice” Become a Character Flaw? | by...

The idea that someone can be “too nice” — and how it has now become a character flaw to be “too nice.” I understand it may be possible to be too nice in a work or business situation but I don’t get...

Can you be “too nice” to be a strong leader?

One of the benefits of being nice is that you don’t have to worry about either being nasty or being exposed for your nastiness. Another benefit is that people will naturally tend to be attracted to you, so they may be more likely to approach you with ideas or suggestions they may not have felt comfortable sharing with others.

How I Finally learned to Stop Being “Too Nice” (Che...